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If you’re working, we’re working...

Copresco Is Open for Business as Usual to Serve You
As our nation and our planet faces
the current health challenge, misinformation is rampant on the internet and in broadcast media, exacerbating fear and contributing to the
mass hysteria.

Public Trust
The public relies on print communications to provide trusted, accurate
information and Copresco is working
to uphold that trust.
Overnight Lite readers are intelligent people, so we won’t waste your
time offering you sophomoric suggestions about how long to wash your
hands.

We Are Here for You
Instead, let us assure you that
Copresco is open for business, and we
plan to remain open despite the current unprecedented circumstances.
Copresco serves clients in such
essential sectors as food, healthcare
and defense.

Crisis Management
Anyone can provide good service
in easy times. The real test of a company’s commitment to its mission is
its performance during a crisis.

Challenges Ahead

Rest Assured
We want to assure our customers: Copresco is open for business and will remain open.
In times of mass hysteria, the
printed word is essential to accurate communication.

Barring a total quarantine or the
imposition of martial law, our
dedicated team is fully committed
to doing whatever is necessary to
serve you.
Copresco stands by our “Copies
Overnight” promise of producing
250,000 pages overnight for any
client.
world moves to lock down its borders.
In most cases freight can still be sent
overseas, but the situation changes
daily and depends on the country of
destination.

Undaunted Spirit
We’ve made it through power outages, paper shortages, market crashes
and the never ending snow storms that
shut down much of the country.

Shipping

In extraordinary situations like
these, remember to wash your hands
frequently, turn off the television news,
and call the company that has the
know-how, the depth of experience
and staff to weather any storm.
Call Copresco.

Basic Rules

International Freight

Our forefathers dealt with this subject through inspiring expressions like
these:
“Nothing is to be feared except fear
itself” was written in 1623 by Sir Francis
Bacon, an English philosopher and
statesman.
David Henry Thoreau, an essayist,
poet and philosopher expressed the
thought this way in 1831: “Nothing is
so much to be feared as fear.”

Famous Words
In his March 1933 inaugural
address with the nation staring at a
Great Depression, Franklin Roosevelt
said: “Let me assert my firm belief that
the only thing we have to fear is fear
itself—nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed
efforts to convert retreat into advance.”
So, let’s take the fear out of our
thoughts and look to a brighter day.

Up and Running

Yes, there are challenges, as supply
chains tighten for raw materials and
government hinders day-to-day activities. Fear not. Copresco will find ways
to overcome these obstacles so that you
can breathe easier.

There may also be challenges with
international shipments as much of the

Fear is a perplexing, dangerous and
unpleasant emotion that can cause
anxiety and pain, especially in these uncertain days.

Words of Wisdom
Our Commitment

Copresco even survived a tornado
tearing our roof off and flooding our
plant.
We were printing and open for business the next day.

UPS and our other freight carriers
have pledged their support to making
on-time deliveries of your projects.

Only Thing To Fear Is Fear Itself

(630) 690-2000 • www.copresco.com

Celebrate Small Press Month
March is Small Press Month that
celebrates the shining light of many of
the great authors and publishers around
the world.
The event began in 1996 when it
was created by the New York Citybased Small Press Center and the
Publishers Marketing Association
based in California.
The goal was to highlight the
smaller publishing companies and to
put a spotlight on the authors that are
being represented.
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“I don’t know what to do,” one dog
said to another. “I’m in great physical
shape, but I’m constantly anxious.”

A short-tempered musical director had
a long-standing grudge against a percussionist. Before the whole orchestra, he
said, “When a musician can’t handle his
instrument and doesn’t improve when
given help, they take away the instrument, give him two sticks, and make
him a drummer.” A stage whisper was
heard from the percussion section: “And
if he can’t handle even that, they take
away one of his sticks and make him
a conductor.”







“Well, well,” the doctor told his
patient. “It seems that your weight is
perfect. It just happens that you are
seven feet too short.”







A local tailor was robbed at gunpoint
recently. Police are looking for a man








You know your employer is on the
rocks when your boss casually asks you
if you know anything about starting fires.







Why is it that sick children recover
miraculously when the pediatrician
enters the room?







Your chances of being seen by someone
you know dramatically increase if you
drive your child to school in your robe
and curlers.







My parents were so poor they got
married for the rice.





Overnight Lite is published monthly by Copresco for the
edification and amusement of our clients and friends.



Subscriptions: Subscriptions to Overnight Lite are
complimentary and available only within the United States of
America. To subscribe, visit www.copresco.com/lite.htm

A woman was giving instructions to
her remodeler. “I want to completely
redo my bathroom in Early American.”
“Whatever you say,” he responded. “Just
tell me how far from the house you want
me to put it.”







You know you’re old when you stop
buying green bananas.







“Why don’t you see a psychiatrist?” the
other asked. “How can I?” responded the
first. “I’m not allowed on the couch.”



Statistics show that at the age of 70,
there are five women to every man. Isn’t
that the darnedest time for a guy to get
those odds?
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When asked what she would do if she
had her life to live over again, Tallulah
Bankhead replied, “I would make all
the same mistakes, but I would make
them sooner.”
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